Clinical orthopedic examination findings in the lower extremity: correlation with imaging studies and diagnostic efficacy.
The lower-extremity anatomy is complex and normal function is dependent on intact osteochondral, musculotendinous, and ligamentous structures. Injury may result in pain and functional limitation. Specific clinical tests are used to help isolate and define the pathoanatomy; however, their terminology may be confusing to the radiologist and the diagnostic value of these tests may not be well understood. This article presents an algorithmic approach to evaluation of the hip, knee, and ankle to improve the radiologist's understanding of lower-extremity physical examination. Knowledge of test terminology, clinical utility, and diagnostic accuracy will improve clinical and radiologic correlation. The article reviews the common clinical tests used to evaluate the lower extremity and provides an algorithm to establish a clinical examination road map and rapidly review the clinical utility and study hierarchy of a particular test. The sensitivity and specificity of the clinical tests and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging are reviewed because these parameters vary, and an understanding of the diagnostic utility of both the clinical and imaging tests is important in accurately formulating a definitive diagnosis. The structured algorithmic approach to lower-extremity examination described here, knowledge of test jargon, and familiarity with the diagnostic accuracy of the clinical and MR imaging examinations may help the radiologist focus image search patterns and provide detailed and clinically relevant reports. Online supplemental material is available for this article.